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Executive Summary

This report was commissioned to examine the risk arising from Covid-19 in undocumented workers in the horticulture industry in Australia. We find that undocumented workers are prone to a high risk of infection and generating new clusters of infection. Undocumented workers have precarious living and work conditions. These put at risk Australia’s initial success in controlling Covid-19 infection, hamper infection control protocols and pose measurable risk to the Australian population.

The risk of infections due to Covid-19 cannot be ruled out in Australia. Covid-19 is an ongoing public health crisis that has led to severe disruptions, costed lives and brought millions to the brink of unemployment. With generous welfare provisions, accelerated infrastructure to infection control, evidence-based scientific decisions and population-wide compliance, Australia is among international leaders in managing this crisis. However, early successes can be jeopardised as we have seen in the case of Singapore where infection among migrant workers is responsible for a second phase of pandemic. In addition, a recent outbreak among meatworkers in Victoria and the ongoing identification of clusters in care homes within Australia indicate the need for concentrated efforts among sub-populations to minimise infections.

Our report finds that substandard and overcrowded accommodation, the nature of work on farms, sharing of essential facilities and the social and economic circumstances of undocumented workers place them at risk of low compliance to physical distancing and optimum hygiene. Risk of identification, detention and deportation renders them unlikely to opt for testing and assist in contact tracing – crucial elements of infection control. Undocumented workers do not have access to social and healthcare services including mental health services despite being at a high risk of grave outcomes due to Covid-19. We establish that there is enough evidence that undocumented workers are a permanent feature and indispensable part of Australian horticulture workforce. Australia needs to prioritise human considerations and ethical considerations in preparing a response plan for the risk posed to and by undocumented workers during this crisis.

We propose:

a) Addressing the irregular immigration status of undocumented migrant farm workers
b) Extending social, economic and mental health welfare benefits to undocumented migrants during the crisis
c) Removing legal and cost barriers to testing for Covid-19 and enhancing trust to increase compliance to infection control measures through the introduction of a firewall between health and immigration authorities
d) Placing strong regulations and monitoring strict compliance on avoiding overcrowding in temporary accommodation for horticulture workers
e) Targeting and tailoring health promotion efforts to minimise the spread of misinformation and empowering undocumented workers to reduce their risk of infection and to that of the community
f) Planning a short-term and long-term recovery plan from the current crisis for formally integrating and empowering undocumented workers as an indispensable part of Australian horticulture industry. This will acknowledge the contribution of undocumented workers in maintaining food supply during this crisis and minimise their exploitation going forward.

Introduction

Undocumented migrant workers are a permanent and significant feature of Australia’s harvest workforce. The vulnerability of temporary migrant workers employed on Australian farms has
garnered considerable interest, with studies showing that close to 80% of Australia’s harvest workforce comprises of backpackers, international students and workers from Pacific nations. On the other hand, little attention has been given to the vulnerability of undocumented migrant workers.

Yet, undocumented workers are the most vulnerable of all temporary migrant workers working on Australian farms. This vulnerability has substantially heightened in the Covid-19 outbreak and will continue to escalate if overlooked. Undocumented migrants do not have a legal right to work, are excluded from Medicare, have no access to sick leave and face deportation if detected by the authorities.

Undocumented migrant workers are not a homogenous group. The term ‘undocumented migrants’ is a catch-all phrase which captures a range of working situations, including:

- Migrants whose visas have either expired or cancelled
- Migrants with a valid visa but who do not have a right to work in Australia
- Migrants with a valid visa with work rights, but who work in breach of a condition of their visa.

Despite early gains in controlling Covid-19 in Australia, the crisis should not be considered as over. First, Singapore had achieved significant infection control when the pandemic was unfolding in Asia. However, it has seen a big spike in number of cases mainly sourced from migrant workers. Second, care homes continue to remain at a high risk of Covid-19


These are officially designed as Working Holiday Makers (WHMs) under the Working Holiday (subclass 417) and Work and Holiday (subclass 462) visas.

International students who reside in Australia are on one of a range of study visas (subclasses 570 – 576).

Pacific workers in the Seasonal Worker Program are on a Temporary Work (international relations) (subclass 403) visa.

Under s 14 of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), these migrants are designated as “unlawful non-citizens”.

infections.\textsuperscript{7} The reliance on care staff and the ability to limit physical distancing continue to point unique challenges on how to maintain care while reducing the risk of infection. Finally, the recent cluster of cases arising from the Cedar Meats Australia abattoir in Victoria, has revealed challenges in contact tracing when accurate information is not provided or it is difficult to get in touch with infected people and their recent contacts in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{8} These three case studies point towards why the vulnerabilities of undocumented migrants in the current Covid-19 crisis must not be ignored.

This report examines the working and living conditions of undocumented migrants working in the Australian horticulture industry. The health risks that they face in light of the Covid-19 outbreak are reviewed and discussed. The first part of the report stresses the prevalence of undocumented workers in the Australian horticulture industry. This part establishes that undocumented workers are a significant, yet hidden part of Australia’s harvest workforce. In some regions, undocumented workers are a majority of the workforce during the harvest. The second part considers the factors which render undocumented workers especially vulnerable during the Covid-19 outbreak. Undocumented workers live and work in deplorable conditions, coupled with the risk of deportation and a lack of access to health care and other forms of support. The Covid-19 outbreak exacerbates these existing vulnerabilities. The final part of the report offers measures to mitigate the public health risks posed to undocumented migrants, and faced by people in Australia from undocumented migrants during the Covid-19 outbreak. There are strong scientific, humanitarian, ethical and evidence-based reasons for the federal government to incentivise undocumented migrants to come forward and self-identify to the authorities during this public health crisis and to introduce measures which address the myriad causes of their vulnerability in the labour market. Welfare provision ensuring minimal standard of income, housing and food security for undocumented farm workers is essential to minimise new infections and maximise compliance with preventive measures implemented for infection control in Australia.\textsuperscript{9}

In summary, the public health risks of Covid-19 on undocumented migrant farm workers and for the broader Australian population are significant and must not be overlooked. With international borders closed and undocumented workers currently hidden within unsafe living and working arrangements within the Australian community, this is a pressing public health challenge which will not go away. There are, therefore, cogent reasons for the federal government to address the risks arising to, and from, undocumented workers during the Covid-19 outbreak.


Part #1: The prevalence of undocumented workers in the Australian horticulture industry

The precise number of undocumented migrants in Australia is unknown. It is difficult to gather data on the profile of undocumented workers because of their interest, and that of their employers, in not being detected.

Considering uncertainty in estimated numbers, there are between 60,000 and 100,000 undocumented migrants in Australia. In 2017, the Department of Home Affairs estimated that there were 62,900 visa overstayers. However, as researchers Chris Wright and Stephen Clibborn note, departmental estimates are problematic given the sheer number of temporary migrants without any work rights, those with restricted work rights and the mounting numbers in recent years. Thus, official figures likely underestimate the number of undocumented migrants in Australia.

Although undocumented migrants are identified in a range of industries such as hospitality, massage, cleaning and construction, there is now sufficient evidence establishing the significant prevalence of undocumented migrant workers on Australian farms. Researchers Malcolm Rimmer and Elsa Underhill posit that the numbers of undocumented workers in the horticulture industry is likely to be a third of the harvest workforce. Evidence given to a parliamentary inquiry by the Office of the Chief Trade Adviser to the federal government in 2016 suggested that the use of the Seasonal Worker Program by growers had been cruelled through widespread reliance on “existing cheaper sources of labour such as illegal workers”. A World Bank discussion paper in 2015 found that “the use of illegal labour still seems to be widespread in the horticulture sector. Four out of five growers recognized that it was prevalent to at least some extent in the industry”.

In some Australian growing regions undocumented workers are the majority of the harvest workforce. A three-year study of labour use on Australian farms found that the horticulture industry had a ‘structural reliance’ on undocumented migrants as a key source of farm workers.

10 Department of Immigration and Border Protection, BE17/172 – Visa Overstayers for the Financial Year – Programme 1.2: Border Management (Budget Estimates Hearing, Question Taken on Notice, 22 May 2017) 2. Numbers are rounded which may result in rounding errors. See also: Stephen Howells, Report of the 2010 Review of the Migration Amendment (Employer Sanctions) Act 2007 (Department of Immigration and Citizenship, 2011).


labour. This study, ‘Towards a Durable Future: Tackling Labour Challenges in the Australian Horticulture Industry’, interviewed growers and industry association officials who reported widespread use of undocumented migrants on farms. For example, the study refers to estimates from a Northern Territory grower that undocumented migrants comprise close to one fifth of the horticulture workforce in the greater Darwin region. A Victorian industry association official suggested that 80–90% of the Mildura and Robinvale workforces rely on undocumented migrants. A Wanneroo grower posited that 70–80% of the workforce in that region were undocumented migrants, while another grower estimated that across Western Australia, at least half of the state’s harvest workforce comprised of undocumented migrants. Towards a Durable Future reported a problematic relationship between labour challenges facing the industry and the industry’s reliance on undocumented migrant workers. A Wanneroo grower states in the study: 

“If we take them [undocumented workers] out, I don’t know what the level beyond crisis is, but that’s where we’re at”.

Thus, accounting for regional variations, the horticulture industry has a substantial reliance on undocumented workers. A number of growers and other stakeholders report that growers in some regions have ‘no choice’ but to engage undocumented workers because of inadequate labour supply from legal sources of labour.

There is increasing acknowledgment by the horticulture industry that the employment of undocumented migrants is not a marginal phenomenon. A 2019 survey performed by the Victoria Farmers Federation (VFF) in the Sunraysia region found that 71% of growers believed they had undocumented migrants working on their farmlands, with undocumented migrants accounting for close to a third of the total workforce in the region. VFF Vice-President Emma Germano stated,

“The grave reality is that undocumented workers account for a large proportion of Australia’s seasonal harvest workforce. Farmers cannot share information that reflects this reality for fear of reprisal from Government agencies”.

In 2018 a discussion paper by the National Farmers Federation advocating for visa reform to address labour shortages acknowledged the use of undocumented migrants on farms. This paper observed,

“While it may be naïve to suggest that no members of the sector take advantage of illegal workers because they are cheaper than legitimate labour, by-and-large, these workers make up a substantial proportion of the seasonal workforce.”

---

17 Hereafter “Towards a Durable Future”.
18 Towards a Durable Future, 39.
19 Towards a Durable Future, 40.
21 Ibid.
where farmers are associated with these arrangements, it’s because of their chronic labour shortages and the fact that they have little alternative”.

In summary, undocumented migrants form a critical part of the workforce on Australian farms, though, their contribution is usually masked and not acknowledged. Given complex supply chains transiting fresh fruit and vegetables from the farm to the consumer, these workers are invisible to the Australian public who purchase fruit and vegetables through retailers, independent grocers and farmer markets. Nonetheless, given the extent to which undocumented migrants are employed on Australian farms, it is likely that all Australians, at one time or another, have purchased fruit and vegetables produced through the labour of undocumented migrants.

**Part #2: Risks to Undocumented Workers during the Covid-19 outbreak**

Covid-19 has caused severe disruptions and incurred catastrophic outcomes internationally with over 3.5 million recorded cases and over 200,000 deaths in a relatively short timeframe.\(^{23}\)

In addition, millions of people are on the brink of unemployment. In response to the current public health crisis, with only physical distancing and optimum hygiene as preventive measures available, countries have closed borders and restricted movements. The negative effects of Covid-19 on temporary migrants are also being widely noted and discussed. Being alienated in the foreign land with limited access to health and social services places migrants at a uniquely disadvantaged place in this infectious disease outbreak. Undocumented workers are in a double bind – suffering work restrictions on top of no access to benefits. In usual times temporary migrants and undocumented workers have worse health outcomes than residents.\(^{24}\) Grave impacts on mental and physical health outcomes for undocumented workers as a result of the Covid-19 crisis can be forecasted based on this evidence.\(^{25}\)

Australia is among the few countries that have managed to flatten the infection curve through reducing infection rates to a level that health systems can be prepared to cope.\(^{26}\) This achievement puts Australia in a relatively strong position to plan and execute an exit strategy out of this crisis.\(^{27}\) However, the messaging is clear. Covid-19 cannot be eradicated yet and precautions must be taken to avoid a second spike in infection.\(^{28}\)

Before discussing specific risks to undocumented migrant workers it is crucial to understand the current epidemiological context of Covid-19 to anticipate its effect on undocumented migrant workers. Key observations are:

---

23 COVID-19 Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University (JHU). 
<https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6>


Australia

1. Currently, as of 6 May 2020, Australia has 6,875 reported cases and a total of 97 deaths.  
2. State variations in Covid-19 cases, and consequently deaths, are observed with NSW and Victoria having greater numbers than other states.  
3. Case fatality ratio, a measure of the proportion of deaths among those infected, ranges from 0.58% in Queensland to 5.8% in Tasmania.  
4. Incidence rate, a measure of new cases among those at risk, ranges from 11.81 per 100,000 people in Northern Territory to 42.02 per 100,000 people in Tasmania.  

Internationally

1. Countries like Singapore that achieved early gains in controlling the spread of Covid-19 have failed to sustain the gains and seen a recent spike of infections mainly due to high infection rates in migrant workers.  
2. Case fatality ratio is higher among people with existing disability and co-morbidity, particularly those suffering with diabetes, respiratory illness and cardiovascular disease.  
3. Socially disadvantaged groups have suffered with more severe outcomes of Covid-19.  
4. Blanket lockdown policies have led to poor compliance among relatively low-income and migrants on casual employment (Indonesia and India).  
5. Each infectious disease agent, in this case Covid-19, has a basic reproduction number ($R_0$) that is a metric to describe the contagiousness or transmissibility of an infectious agent. It represents the number of new cases an existing case would produce in a susceptible population. As $R_0$ is determined through biological, socio-behavioural and public policy factors, it is not a constant but varies between different settings and for different disease types.

---

environmental factors, it can vary by time, population, sub-population and geography. At this stage, substantial variations in $R_0$ ratio – meaning both the infectious potential and lethality of Covid-19, between and within nations are confirmed.\(^{38}\)

An important caveat in interpreting the above epidemiological parameters is that they are dependent on both the extent of population-wide testing as well as the properties of tests in accurately identifying cases and non-cases.\(^ {39}\)

In light of this information, we argue that the public health risks of Covid-19 on undocumented farm workers in Australia are significant and must not be overlooked. In the short to medium term undocumented farm workers suffer both an increased risk of getting infected, as well as, pose a risk to spreading infection to people and communities in Australia. There are myriad factors which heighten these risks, to which we now turn.

- Risks arising from living conditions

First, regarding the risk of getting infected with Covid-19, poor and overcrowded accommodation pose the biggest threats. Overcrowded and poorly furnished dormitories for migrant workers have emerged as the petri dish for the latest spike in infections in Singapore and responsible for changing the trajectory of Singapore from a global leader in prevention of Covid-19 to a shocking and rampant increase in Covid-19 cases within a couple of months.\(^ {40}\) As demonstrated in the review of available evidence below, temporary accommodation provided to undocumented seasonal farm workers are precarious and overcrowded. Therefore, housing conditions are likely to be similar to those for migrant workers in Singapore. Overcrowding makes physical distancing next to impossible, one of the main preventive remedies in infection control. Next, hygiene practices vary significantly between people and households. Strict stay at home orders for non-essential workers have been ineffective and deleterious for workers in poor accommodation.\(^ {41}\)

Particularly in rural areas, undocumented workers rely on labour contractors to arrange accommodation and workers are required to live in the accommodation in order to obtain work. This accommodation is typically densely-filled private dwellings, with several people sharing a single room. The accommodation is often sub-standard, with limited heating, cooling and ventilation and unsafe and unhygienic given that sanitary and cooking facilities are shared between large numbers of occupants in the one house. The cramped housing conditions typically experienced by undocumented migrants are of particular concern during the Covid-19 outbreak. The evidence suggests that the spread of infection is at the highest risk within the household unit.\(^ {42}\) This risk has been recognised by the International Organisation for


Migration which has observed that migrant farm workers living in crowded conditions are “even more vulnerable to the disease and there is growing concern that Covid-19 could spread rapidly if it hits these environments.”

Undocumented workers are typically accommodated in illegal share-houses through contractors. In *Towards A Durable Future*, a former undocumented worker described how contractors are vigilant in ensuring undocumented workers do not make local connections and remain concealed, describing how,

“The contractor will just sleep in the car outside [the houses of undocumented workers] and watch them. So no-one walks outside”.

In *Towards A Durable Future* a local government official is quoted as observing the unsafe nature of farm accommodation in his area, stating:

“First of all, the bloody sheds shouldn’t be stuck against the house. This one caught on fire...They couldn’t get enough power to come to the back bedrooms, so they stuck a three-inch nail into the box as a fuse. So, the bloody thing melted down and the house caught on fire. There’s about a dozen or more people living in there. This one here is just chock-a-block. They all work at the farms. That house over there has just been bought. This one here, there’s about 12 people in there or more out the back...A caravan over there, there’s about 15 or 20 people in it”. In one of the regional case studies presented in *Towards A Durable Future* an interviewee drew attention to the main street of the town where there were many painted-out shop windows, indicating where shops had been converted into illegal accommodation. He lamented, “one of those used to be a very large menswear shop, and God knows how many bunks are in there, that’s what will be in there.”

Media reports have also found mounting evidence that other groups of migrant farm workers, such as backpackers and workers from the Pacific are often living in cramped housing, sometimes with up to 70 farm workers in a five-bedroom house. Prime-Minister Scott Morrison has rightly recognised the risk of overcrowded accommodation in controlling the spread of Covid-19. In a media conference on 3 April 2020 announcing new measures for backpackers to self-isolate prior to travelling for regional farm work, he stated:

“For working holiday makers who are looking to engage in those occupations as they regularly do. They will be required to self isolate...Now this is important to ensure that we don’t get a lift up of the virus that might be in many metropolitan areas and it gets transferred to more vulnerable areas in rural and regional communities, which as yet are not experiencing the same level of the virus being

---


44 Towards a Durable Future, 40

45 Towards A Durable Future, 88.


transmitted in those communities. So this is being done to ensure that those producers can get the work done, but also to ensure that the communities are protected… We will be working to ensure that the workers accommodation that would be in those places is also respecting strict health requirements. You can’t have 6 backpackers in a caravan up out in rural parts of the country. That’s not on. Not gonna happen. You need to have more strict rules around that and local governments and shires will be observing those health rules and working with their states and territories to put those conditions in place.”

Notably, none of the measures announced on 3 April 2020 which are intended to address the risk that backpackers working on farms will spread Covid-19 apply to undocumented farm workers. Furthermore, it is highly likely that this problem of unsafe and unhygienic accommodation facing backpackers and Pacific workers is even worse for undocumented migrant farm workers. The more vulnerable the worker, the more likely they are to be exposed to exploitation through being forced into poor quality, unsafe and high cost accommodation.

Crammed, sub-standard accommodation is also a way of exacerbating the economic exploitation of undocumented migrants by labour contractors. The Victorian Inquiry into the Labour Hire Industry found that it was a common practice for contractors to give workers envelopes with wages from which accommodation, transport and often a finder’s fee had already been deducted. This could result in workers getting hourly rates ranging from $10 to $15 an hour.48 One witness told the Forsyth Inquiry that a three-bedroom house owned by a labour contractor was housing approximately 20 people. The kitchen had been taken over as accommodation and the residents were cooking in the yard.49 These reports are commonplace with suggestions that hostel networks are experiencing higher vacancy rates due to illegal contractors that house workers in their own accommodation that is out of sight to the general population.50

Another important qualitative study of undocumented migrants exposed similar issues of exploitative accommodation provided by labour contractors.51 This study found numerous examples of contractors making significant profits through housing workers in substandard conditions and overcharging workers through exorbitant salary deductions. The study’s author Marie Seagrave concluded, “clearly there are significant concerns about overcrowding…[with] much money to be made in housing individuals who are unable to access the private rental property market (for many reasons, including being non-citizens with no proof of income and no rental history, in addition to language barriers) and who cannot negotiate these costs”.52


Thus, there are clear risks that undocumented workers will be infected and spread Covid-19 through their living arrangements which are typically overcrowded and precarious, making physical distancing and optimal hygiene practices very difficult to achieve.

- **Risks arising from working conditions**

Undocumented workers face heightened risks arising from poor workplace health and safety during the Covid-19 outbreak. Covid-19 necessitates that farm workers are provided with access to additional safety equipment such as face masks, gloves, hand sanitiser, soap and disinfectant.\(^{53}\) With evidence suggesting poor health and safety standards on many farms already, it is highly unlikely that undocumented workers will be able to access these additional protections during the Covid-19 outbreak. Furthermore, the inherent nature of harvesting certain types of fruit and vegetables which are densely planted makes social distancing impossible. Although the International Organisation on Migration cautions against working in close proximity during the COVID-19 outbreak,\(^{54}\) and the National Farmers Federation working guide for farms recommends reorganising workers into smaller teams, this is difficult for some commodities and it is unlikely to garner compliance in growers and contractors who employ undocumented workers.

In usual circumstances, farm workers work within small teams (1-2 members) to pick fresh produce and often compete for picking opportunities. This further jeopardises maintenance of physical distancing and places workers at a high risk of Covid-19 infection. Compliance on physical distancing policies are likely to vary between small teams, and therefore, risks rampant increase in infections unless controlled.

The elevated workplace health and safety risks arising from Covid-19 build upon pre-existing concerns about poor health and safety standards on Australian farms. Farm work is notoriously unsafe because of the use of vehicles and machinery, such as tractors, quad bikes and elevated work platforms, environmental hazards such as heat stress, sunburn and cold, isolation in remote locations and exposure to chemicals. A study by researchers Elsa Underhill and Malcolm Rimmer found poor workplace health and safety standards on Australian farms which were exacerbated by a contractor system “associated with work intensification under hostile conditions and with weaker environmental protection (such as water and sunblock)”.\(^{55}\) Media reports have also exposed how migrant farm workers in Australia risk dehydration because of limited access to safe drinking water.\(^{56}\) In *Towards A Durable Future*, a temporary migrant worker described a particularly harrowing situation: \(^{57}\)

\[\text{“It got to 40-something degrees one day and it was really humid because Coffs Harbour can get really humid and we were still working in the full sun and we} \]

---


\(^{57}\) *Towards A Durable Future* 98.
couldn’t really have water breaks as we were only allowed one break a day. And there was no shade and we were all having heat stroke but the farmer eventually called us off when he realised we were going so slow so there was no point paying us per hour because we couldn’t pick fast enough for him. And he wouldn’t let us put sunscreen because he said it could damage the blueberries’ wax.”

Thus, there are risks that undocumented workers will be infected and spread Covid-19 in the workplace given poor safety records on farms where undocumented workers are employed, the lack of access to safety equipment such as masks, gloves and sanitiser, and the inherent nature of farm work which makes physical distancing very difficult.

- **Risks arising from immigration status**

Undocumented workers are liable for deportation if detected so have strong reasons to remain hidden during the Covid-19 outbreak. A significant number of undocumented workers in the horticulture industry are from Malaysia, Indonesia and other southeast Asian countries. Undocumented migrants are almost entirely reliant upon the contractors who bring them into Australia and transport them directly to farms in regional Australia. Many undocumented workers are forced into undocumented work through a complex network of offshore and onshore labour hire contractors and migration agents who have a business model of recruiting overseas workers on visas without work rights such as tourist visas. A landmark report of unauthorised work in Australia by Stephen Howells emphasised the role of offshore agents who supply tourist visas that do not permit work:

“There are many people who come to Australia on a tourist visa … but who work to support their stay … This method of gaining access to the labour market in Australia by non-citizens has proved reasonably successful and so it becomes attractive for organisers to arrange for tourist visas and passage to Australia and then to arrange work and some form of accommodation … A person then meets them on arrival and takes them to a workplace. They may not actually meet the employer, rather they perform work and they are ‘paid’ by the intermediary. They may move from one workplace to another”.

The report *Towards a Durable Future* concludes that organised crime does have a role in misleading workers in their home countries and enticing them into significant debt to fund an all-inclusive package involving a visa, flights, pre-arranged accommodation and employment. Many undocumented workers recruited through offshore networks are unaware until they arrive in Australia that their visa does not include work rights and that the potential earnings are being inflated by the recruiter. In *Towards A Durable Future*, a grower described this situation as “slave labour”, explaining that:

“It all starts when they’re home in their own countries. They’ve made promises to repay money, then they’re trapped”.

Thus, the conditions under which undocumented migrant farm workers are recruited overseas and hired in Australia resembles bonded servitude rather than informed participation in a free labour market.

---


59 *Towards A Durable Future* 43.
The reliance of undocumented workers on contractors to access work heightens vulnerability to exploitation because these workers cannot report mistreatment for fear that their contractor will report them to the Department of Home Affairs. Undocumented workers risk detention and removal from Australia if detected. Mandatory detention arrangements mean that officers of the Department of Home Affairs or Australian Border Force must detain a person without a valid visa that is in effect. A clear deficiency in this enforcement approach is that it entrenches the vulnerability of undocumented migrants to exploitation by contractors. This vulnerability is worsened by the isolation faced by many undocumented migrants. Many undocumented workers have limited contact with the broader community because of their migration experience and the remote location of their work. Many undocumented migrants have limited facility in spoken and written English. In Towards A Durable Future, a local government representative from Mildura described the daily transportation of busloads of undocumented migrants to farms in the early morning, stating:

“There’s a lot of people that don’t want to be found…they’re mainly [buses of] Asians. Some of them don’t speak English. I think there’s Asian contractors keeping a lid on these workers.”

• Risks arising from exclusion from health and other services

Undocumented workers do not have access to state-funded healthcare. It is also highly unlikely that that they have the ability to self-fund private health insurance, given that these workers typically earn below the minimum wage and are beholden or in debt to contractors. Researcher Marie Seagrave’s study into unauthorised work found that undocumented workers were highly reluctant to access healthcare because it is so expensive and preferred to return to their home country in the event of serious illness.

Whilst it is commendable that various State governments have committed to providing cost-free treatment for Covid-19 regardless of visa status, this does not extend to primary healthcare, for example, flu and pneumococcal vaccinations, both of which are recommended to prevent complications from the virus. Additionally, without assurances that undocumented migrants will not be deported if they make their presence known to health authorities to access cost-free treatment for Covid-19, it is highly unlikely that they will avail themselves of this treatment unless it is absolutely necessary. This poses clear risks that Covid-19 may spread through to others in the community via undocumented migrants who are asymptomatic or have mild symptoms of Covid-19. In Towards A Durable Future, a hospital social worker described the reluctance of undocumented workers to access health services, even in the case of medical emergency:

60 Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s198.
61 Towards A Durable Future, 41.
64 See, for example, advice by the NSW government: <https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/immunisation/Pages/vaccination-advice-during-covid-19.aspx>.
“Often they don’t access health services… So usually when they come in, we see them when they’re acutely unwell, because generally they’re frightened to come to the hospital. … because they don’t tend to get any pre-natal care, and then by the time they come in, there could be things wrong with the baby, or diabetes, things like that. Often, they’re still out working [fruit picking] at eight and a half months pregnant.”

The vulnerability of undocumented workers is heightened by the absence of a safety net. There is no income support or sick leave available to undocumented migrants in the case of sickness or lockdown. Undocumented migrants cannot work remotely, like other types of workers during the Covid-19 outbreak. Put simply, undocumented migrant farm workers have to go to work or they get no money. A briefing paper by the International Labor Organisation identifies this group of workers as the most vulnerable of all workers during the pandemic.

“Staying home means losing their jobs, and without wages, they cannot eat”.

It is well known that public health messages have differential impact on individuals depending on their social and economic backgrounds. Despite best intentions, sometimes public health messages increase existing social inequalities in health outcomes by disproportionally benefitting people who can understand and act swiftly on messages. Undocumented workers have diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds with often limited ability to communicate in English. They are less likely to benefit from non-tailored public health messaging. Covid-19 is a dynamic and evolving crisis with new information being generated on a regular basis. Governments frequently adapt, update and change policies based on their reassessment of the situation. Often states depending on the extent of public health crisis locally need to implement policies and legislations that are unique to them. Staying updated on the information and acting on it promptly can be difficult with language barriers and minimal interaction with community. Such barriers are addressed in health services through translation, but, for a population that is unlikely to identify themselves due to risk of deportation and detention, delivering public health messages effectively can be challenging. In addition, spread of misinformation through informal and alternative channels of communication (social media) can be a risk and adequate measures must be taken to stop their spread.

- Risks posed by unidentified infections in undocumented workers

There is a serious threat to sustaining Australian early success in prevention and control of Covid-19 unless necessary measures are put in place to prevent new infections and address existing infections among undocumented farm workers. Testing for Covid-19 is crucial to identify, isolate and treat symptoms as well as to trace and test who infected people have come in close contact with. Undocumented farm workers are less likely to utilise testing due to two reasons. First, due to costs. Undocumented farm workers are less likely to be insured, as visa status is key for health insurance eligibility, hence they would need to pay out of

---
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pocket to get tested. Only two (NSW and WA) among all states have waived testing costs for Covid-19 for those without health insurance or Medicare. Second, they are less likely to visit health services assuming the risk to be identified as illegal migrants leading to detention and deportation. Hence, in absence of the inclusion of undocumented farm workers, the testing and tracing being carried out may not achieve population-wide gains. Undocumented farm workers are also less likely to download apps for contact tracing due to the anticipated risks of deportation and detention. Finally, testing and tracing is also difficult for undocumented farm workers as they often move between areas to avoid immigration raids.

Undocumented farm workers do not engage much with the wider community. However, the risk of infection to co-workers and community cannot be undermined. This misconception is evident in the Covid-19 spike due to migrant workers in Singapore. Further, infections during time at the farm may further lead to increased infection within communities and households. There is strong evidence that inclusive healthcare policies for undocumented workers at large reduces onward transmission of infection.

- **Risks arising from co-morbidities and a higher risk of more severe Covid-19 outcomes**

Individuals with other non-communicable diseases, like diabetes, cardiovascular disease and respiratory disease are known to have a higher risk of death and more severe outcomes when infected with Covid-19. Data on the health status of undocumented migrants is sparse internationally and in Australia. However, based on the existing social inequalities in non-communicable diseases related to health compromising behaviours and risk factors such as cigarette smoking, heavy alcohol use, poor nutrition and stress, it can be speculated that non-communicable diseases are more prevalent among undocumented farm workers than the general Australian population. If this is the case, then a high risk of death and poor prognosis cannot be ruled out among undocumented farm workers. Challenges in diagnosis and the management of existing non-communicable diseases cannot be avoided as these workers do not have access to free healthcare despite having a low income.

- **Risks arising to mental health**

Undocumented farm workers, like other undocumented workers, are more likely to suffer negative mental health impacts of the crisis as described in an article published in *Lancet Psychiatry*. It is reported in Sweden that in addition to insecure living conditions without a guarantee of basic needs being met is stressful, and many undocumented migrants live in
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constant fear of disclosure and deportation, all of which has a detrimental effect of the mental health.\textsuperscript{76}

The fear of Government imposed quarantine and immediate loss of income can significantly increase the risk of poor mental health among undocumented farm workers. Finally, there are concerning reports of episodes of racial hatred and xenophobic attitudes towards people of Chinese and Asian descent.\textsuperscript{77} Undocumented farm workers can be easily targeted racially owing to their limited rights in Australia leading to poor mental health outcomes. The government has promptly acted on increased funding for mental health services for the general population in Australia. Concerns of higher suicides rates during the pandemic are mounting\textsuperscript{78} and it is known that vulnerability is not same across sub-populations. However, mental health support systems and social support are inaccessible to undocumented workers leading to a heightened risk of an immediate mental health crisis.

- **Long-term risks**

It is well known that being unemployed, living in inadequate and unaffordable housing, suffering with a disability, undergoing a humanitarian crisis, having low income and low education, negatively impact people’s mental and physical health. They are known as the social determinants of health.\textsuperscript{79} Undocumented farm workers suffer many of these simultaneously on a usual basis as underscored in a study.\textsuperscript{80}

An analysis of mental health by migrant groups in Australia found that compared to three or more generation of Australians, Asian (-1.13, 95% CI: -1.98, -0.28), North African and Middle Eastern (-3.94, 95% CI: -5.89, -2.00) and European (-2.4, 95% CI: -3.16, -1.71) immigrants had worse mental health scores. Only English-speaking migrants had better mental health scores (0.62, 95% CI: 0.07, 1.18) than Australians.\textsuperscript{81} Enduring a public health crisis of this scale can further aggravate the existing inequalities in mental health and would place undocumented farm workers at a serious risk over the long term.

It is naïve to imagine that the impact of Covid-19 will be equal across levels of social disadvantage\textsuperscript{82} and it is known that undocumented farm workers are nearly at the bottom of the scale. The economic and health impact of Covid-19 is palpable with underemployment and unemployment, and high burden of attributable mortality and poor mental health. In the


\textsuperscript{81} R Lee, “Does the healthy immigrant effect apply to mental health? Examining the effects of immigrant generation and racial and ethnic background among Australian adults” (2019) SSM - Population Health 7:100311.

time of this crisis, an increased exposure to unsafe working environments and poor housing can put undocumented farm workers on a path to poor long-term mental and physical health trajectories.

**Part #3: Measures to address public health risks arising from undocumented migrants in the horticulture industry**

In documenting how Covid-19 can aggravate public health risks among socially disadvantaged people, Esther Choo in an article published in *Lancet* aptly stated:83

“My daughter’s art project, a small ceramic bowl, tipped over the edge of the table and broke into pieces. To assuage her tears, I used what I had on hand, a thin wood glue, to patch it together. It was a rushed effort, but I deemed it good enough for the moment. The bowl hung precariously together until she decided, one day, to fill it with water to bathe a toy. Under that small challenge, the fragile bonds between the pieces gave way. The water dribbled out, and the bowl cracked open.”

Australia has a unique opportunity to put ethical and human considerations at the centre of the Covid-19 response84 by addressing the persistent discrimination and disadvantage experienced by undocumented farm workers. We propose the following measures to address public health risks arising from undocumented migrants in the horticulture industry.

**a) Measures that related to visa status**

Given the horticulture industry’s dependence on undocumented workers, the labour of these migrants contributes both economically and to food security in Australia. In *Towards A Durable Future*, undocumented workers were regarded as a highly productive and experienced workforce by growers.85 Removing undocumented workers from Australian farms is highly resource-intensive, has largely been ineffective to-date by border enforcement authorities and would result in the horticulture industry being unable to harvest fresh fruit and vegetables. The latter is of particular importance during the Covid-19 outbreak when growers cannot access new sources of backpackers and Pacific workers given closed border arrangements. The horticulture industry was already concerned about its ability to source labour before the outbreak of Covid-19, a concern which has only been heightened since the announcement of lockdown measures which have had the effect of limiting the supply of labour to farms.

It is also highly unlikely that undocumented workers will voluntarily return to their home countries during the Covid-19 outbreak. Closed borders, the limited availability of international flights leaving Australia, the high cost of these flights and the fact that many undocumented workers are poor or in debt means that most undocumented workers will choose to stay hidden in Australia and keep working in order to support themselves and their families. The pandemic is yet to unfold in many low- and middle-income countries or may be in a very advanced stage in their countries. Australia’s early gains in control of pandemic will reassure them of having a low probability of risk of new infection and despite challenges faced here can be calculated as a better option during the crisis.

In order to ensure that the risk of Covid-19 will not be spread to undocumented workers and transmit through the community on farms and in regional areas, steps need to be taken to
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85 *Towards A Durable Future*, Chapter Five.
ensure these workers are no longer hidden but have incentives to come forward and regularise their visa status. Government reports and independent research by academics have advocated for undocumented farm workers to be given an opportunity to resolve their immigration status so that they can work on Australian farms without fear of deportation and without being beholden to exploitative and unscrupulous contractors. Both unions and horticulture industry associations have advocated for a ‘visa amnesty’ to resolve this situation. There are also international precedents from Spain, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and the United States of America where worker amnesty schemes have been used to address the presence of undocumented migrant workers. In response to food security and public health challenges emerging from the Covid-19 outbreak, Italy has announced that it is considering regularising the immigration status of its undocumented migrant workforce.

There are other clear national benefits to addressing the irregular immigration status of undocumented migrant farm workers.

First, this will shed light on prior illegal practices, particularly by unscrupulous labour hire contractors, which will ensure stronger and more effective management of Australia’s border security once Australia’s borders are reopened at the conclusion of the Covid-19 outbreak. It has the potential to allow the federal government a unique opportunity to accurately monitor the regions in which undocumented workers have been previously employed and ensure workers are properly treated once they regularise their immigration status. This provides an opportunity for government to interview undocumented workers in order to gain crucial intelligence of how these workers entered Australia and entered the horticulture labour market in the first place.

Second, this measure will allow the horticulture industry to have greater certainty and security around its workforce. Labour supply challenges have been a major problem for the industry for many years. By enabling undocumented farm workers to be legally employed in the industry, growers will now be able to access this critical labour force in a legal and transparent manner.

Third, undocumented workers will no longer need to resort to illegal mechanisms created by unscrupulous labour hire contractors to access farm work. And, those workers who have been victim to bonded labour and other forms of modern slavery would not have to fear speaking out for fear of deportation. This will lead to the overall improvement of labour standards in the Australian horticulture industry.

In summary, without addressing the fear of deportation that undocumented workers have because of their uncertain immigration status, it will be almost impossible for the government
to mitigate the public health risks arising from undocumented workers during the Covid-19 outbreak. It is therefore essential that steps are taken to regularise the status of undocumented migrant farm workers to address the needs of growers for labour, the vulnerability arising from the deplorable living and working conditions of these workers and the public health risks to the general population.

b) Measures that relate to social and income support

Through timely enhancing of the JobKeeper allowance and increasing social safety nets to Australian citizens and permanent residents, Australia has achieved considerable success in increasing compliance to lockdown for effective control of infection. Countries like India have risked compliance with infection control (mass exodus of migrants) when a lockdown was implemented without adequate welfare support. Drawing on the international experience, the existing social safety nets must be extended to temporary migrants, but first so to those who need it the most, in particular, undocumented migrants.

Recognising the public health risks and financial losses faced by undocumented workers, the state of California in the USA and South Korea has made cash transfers. The distribution of income does not necessitate identification of workers and therefore is a model that can be successful in the Australian context. Generous welfare provision ensuring minimal standard of income, housing and food security for undocumented farm workers is needed to reduce risks of infection, its spread and increase compliance to public health measures implemented for infection control in Australia.

c) Measures that relate to health

A suite of responses are needed to address the health needs of undocumented migrant workers on an immediate basis to avoid public health risks arising from this population subgroup.

Trust between authorities, health system and undocumented workers

Trust needs to be established between authorities and workers that accessing health services does not risk raid from immigration department and consequently detention and deportation. Building this trust is paramount to removing barriers for timely testing and reducing the risk of spreading infection. The trust must also extend to contact tracing as it is a crucial element for the prevention of further transmission of infection. A welcome example is from Portugal and
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Malaysia where any visa requirements to access tests during this crisis are removed. Otherwise, mobile testing facilities for Covid-19 on farms that do not require identification and risk detention or deportation will be needed for infection control and reducing risk to the Australian population as well as undocumented migrant workers. This measure is consistent with other proposals for a firewall between immigration authorities and health services during the Covid-19 outbreak.

Healthcare costs

Out of pocket costs are strong financial barriers to accessing healthcare for people with low income. For example, approximately 40% of the Australian population and as high as one in two Indigenous adults, have reported avoiding dental visits due to financial barriers. The lack of health insurance and free healthcare under Medicare places undocumented workers at farms in a similar disadvantage, but for any healthcare, not just dental. There is an urgent need to find ways to eliminate costs related to testing and Covid-19 related treatment as well as management of co-morbidities that poses risk of severe Covid-19 outcomes for undocumented workers. The arguments for removing costs for undocumented workers have significant spill over benefits to Australian public by limiting new infections. NSW and Western Australia have already recognised this by removing costs as a barrier to accessing testing for Covid-19.

Targeted health promotion initiatives

Except for physical distancing and optimum hygiene, no other preventive aids or treatments exist for Covid-19 at this stage. The development of a vaccine and its mass production and availability is far from sight. In addition, early hypothesis on the effectiveness of drugs in reducing the negative impact of some drugs such as hydroxychloroquine have proven to be wrong, or in fact harmful. Therefore, health promotion initiatives with targeted and tailored public health messaging on Covid-19 can be significantly beneficial for a culturally diverse group such as undocumented migrants. Health promotion workforce must engage at the frontline to enhance the practice of physical distancing and optimum hygiene among undocumented migrant workers.

Development of guidelines and framework for infection control in farms and strict compliance with regulations

The role of social conditions in facilitating or restricting the spread of infectious diseases is historically well established. Strict laws must be placed to identify and implement best known practices for infection control in farms as well as temporary accommodation housing farm workers. Efforts must be carried out to check compliance by employers and contractors so
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that the spill over benefits can be received by all farm workers regardless of their visa status. Where possible, financial support must be provided to enable employers to upgrade housing and working conditions for farm workers.

Targeting the most vulnerable undocumented workers

Elderly workers, workers with disability and those with existing morbidity (diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and respiratory illnesses) remain both at high risk of Covid-19 infection and its severe outcomes. Special attention and care is needed to reduce Covid-19 related mortality among these groups within the undocumented migrant workforce.

Conclusion

Undocumented migrant workers are an essential part of the horticulture industry and make a significant contribution to the viability of the industry, the national economy and food security in Australia. This report has identified that there are clear risks for Australia’s control of the spread of Covid-19 arising from undocumented migrant workers on farms. This is a highly vulnerable population that is largely hidden and excluded from control efforts by health authorities to detect, trace and test for Covid-19. A clear roadmap is needed to address the myriad vulnerabilities of undocumented farm workers to mitigate the risk of Covid-19 spreading through undocumented workers and beyond to the general population.
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